
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by 

residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise 

Reporting Website.  This document provides data broken out by reports 

generated inside San Juan County and outside. 

With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been 

bombarded.  The number of noise reports in 2022 exceeded the number 

reported in 2021 by 36%. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NOISE NOISE NOISE 
 COUPEVILLE: Around 7-730 and now again at 815-845, jets 

flying only a few hundred feet at most over the trees and 

directly over homes. Outdoor decibel readings consistently 

between 100-125 on the decibel every 30-60 seconds they fly 

over. Kids unable to sleep. 

 SE LOPEZ: 3 Feb 23, 9am - 11:30am, Friday:  Steady roars for 2 

and a half hours in the 78 - 98 decibel range - inside the house. 

We finally left home to try to get away from it.   

 PORT TOWNSEND:  This is so loud, too loud to sleep. I’ll be 

sending this complaint to the base commander and to my 

Representative Derek Kilmer.  

 FORKS: blaring those afterburners and circling in evasive type 

actions, low enough to be easily visible and horribly heard! 

 CAMANO: Just overflown by multiple Growlers moving NW to 

SE across Camano Island, LITERALLY window rattling.  

Physically shocking low level pass. 

 ORCAS: There is no birdsong, there is no sound of creek, only 

jets, one, after the other, after the other, for over a week now, 

on Orcas.  

 DECATUR: "Decatur. Countless fly overs that disrupted my 

peace, quiet.  I needed  to relax today, it was impossible. 

These made me feel anxious, so very frustrated and wanting 

to SCREAM at the noise.  This is not good for my health. Now 

another one! 

 ANACORTES: Earlier it was shaking sinister thunder, when I got 

home from work- now as I want to go to sleep the heavens are 

ripped apart by shrieking tearing warplanes.  Horrid and abuse 

of civilians.  Anacortes 8:30 pm.  Navy abuse of us. 

 

All comments begin on page 10. 
 

 
 

 

Jet Noise Report:  

January – February 2023 

It’s about HEALTH!   

The Growler Health Impact Project, funded by the University of 

Washington’s Population Health Initiative, will analyze the troves of raw Growler 

jet noise data collected over the past decade. The researchers gave a webinar on 

their objectives. You can watch the video here  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79HGX8GkQdc 

“Jets flying overhead, sometimes painfully low. Windows and items in the house 

are shaking. Decibel levels reaching 90+ in the home and over 110 outside. Even 

the Navy confirms that any exposure at these levels causes pain and hearing 

damage.” 

“Flight over head. I literally felt my heart beat differently and my blood pressure 

rise. I don’t know how to explain it. It is a physical reaction to the flights that I 

can not control.”  

 

 

 

 

Report excessive jet noise: 

https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site 

https://click.everyaction.com/k/53057323/374260933/-294594012?nvep=ew0KICAiVGVuYW50VXJpIjogIm5ncHZhbjovL3Zhbi9FQS9FQTAwMi8xLzcyMDE0IiwNCiAgIkRpc3RyaWJ1dGlvblVuaXF1ZUlkIjogImMzM2MwYmNiLTY1NTEtZWQxMS04MTljLTAwMjI0ODI1OGUwOCIsDQogICJFbWFpbEFkZHJlc3MiOiAicXVpZXRza2llc3Nhbmp1YW5AZ21haWwuY29tIg0KfQ%3D%3D&hmac=RS-Yzhul4I2djB3T3oRYNGfPDaInUDYSkLAWt3bP7bw=&emci=b68ffb0d-d250-ed11-819c-002248258e08&emdi=c33c0bcb-6551-ed11-819c-002248258e08&ceid=8706897
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79HGX8GkQdc
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site


 

                         Listen to the jet 

noise that we hear in our 

region:  

https://sounddefensealliance.

org/growler-videos-audio/ 

The Navy dismisses noise 

data:  

https://www.seattletimes.com

/opinion/navy-should-use-our-

data-on-growler-noise-not-

dismiss-it/  

 
Jet noise raises emotions.  If 
you are in crisis, you can call 
the National Suicide 
Prevention Lifeline 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, at 
988. Press 1 for the Veterans 
Helpline. 
 
You can also text a crisis 
counselor by messaging HOME 
to 741741. 
 
Crisis lines are available for all 
Washingtonians regardless of 
insurance status or income 
level. 
 

 

INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Annual Comparisons 

 Monthly Comparisons 

 Report by Location 

 Reports by Day of the Week 

 Reports by Time of Day 

 Map of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County Council for people to 

have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data reports began in 2015. 

gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting 

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise reporting 

website.  We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.  
 

Correcting Location Data 
 

Beginning in January 2023, data reporting will address a problem with the website’s capture of location data. 
About 35% of reports default to a location in the center of San Juan County when the person does not provide 
their location. This artificially has raised the number of reports attributed to San Juan County that actually come 
from outside SJC. 
 
Here is what we did. Some reports with invalid location data could be corrected by their comments or other 
data. Next we looked only at reports with valid locations to determine the normal portion of “inside” and 
“outside” of San Juan County. Finally we assigned the reports with invalid locations to “inside” and “outside.” 
 
Future reports likely will show more reports from outside of San Juan County than previously. Considering the 
smaller population base of San Juan County compared to nearby counties also affected by Navy jet noise this is 
not surprising. This has been the trend since 2019 when we opened reporting to outside SJC. 
 

This report is compiled by Quiet Skies: 

https://www.quietskies.info/ 

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies 

 QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com 
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting. 

Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In 

the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that 

the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise 

reports in the database since 2015 through 2022. 
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly 

underestimating the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not 

include a specific time.   

Note the variation in noise experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly 

underestimating the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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Referred to as the “dot map”, these pictures of the Aircraft 

Noise Reporting Map offer a view of noise reports in the region, 

for the year of 2022 ----  15,176 reports.  

These maps are reduced to fit this page.  Thus, the reproduction 

of the colored dots, which signify the locations of noise reports,  

visually minimizes the actual number of reports since the dots 

overlay other dots, often hundreds of them.   

              San Juan, Island, Skagit and Jefferson Counties 

                                                  Olympic Peninsula 



Comments Submitted with January and February 2023 Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Around 7-730 and now again at 815-845, jets flying only a few hundred feet 

at most over the trees and directly over homes. Outdoor decibel readings 

consistently between 100-125 on the decibel every 30-60 seconds they fly 

over. Kids unable to sleep. 

SE Lopez, 1/19/2023, 1:22pm:  88.6decibels inside.  The Growler was VERY 

LOW - est 500 feet.  Why are they flying that low when they are 12 + miles 

from NASW??? Is this an amateur pilot - or a sight seer? or ????? Whatever, 

it's WAY TOO LOW. 

Horrible thunder, terrible shaking rumble, sounds like war, sounds like 

explosions.  So very threatening, shakes my bones.  Anacortes.  7:30 pm 

All day the jets suddenly fly over,  often over 100 decibels. Life comes to a 

halt when they do.  I work at home and have to stop. when Growlers 

randomly fly over. The noise is unbelievable and the Navy's actions arrogant 

and abusive.  

Cape St. Mary area, Lopez Island, WA,  flying south to easterly direction. 

Decibel reading inside our house -- with triple-glazed windows and extra 

insulation to reduce air traffic noise -- ranged from 75 (lowest) to 110 

(highest) -- when planes directly overhead.  

1:34pm. Jan 11. S Lopez. More jet roaring. We seem to be the target-of-the-

day for the Growlers. This has been going on for years. Murray, Larsen and 

Cantwell turn deaf ears to us. They talk about the environment, and ignore 

this. Bought by the Navy. 

They have been flying directly over our home or the tight perimeter around 

the lot. I did take photos trying to capture this even- hard to do! The 

decibels here in the house is registering 90.7 throughout the entire time.  

Density altitude: -1200’ 

Doctor said my blood pressure was through the roof. I’m now having 

seizures  and blood pressure. 

Ok now they are just flying- thundering about and shaking my home deeply 

and horribly mid morning on a SATURDAY-  horrible peace wrecking war 

games.  There is zero regard for health and well being of civilians in western 

WA.  Anacortes- Saturday… 

Ears ringing  

Tried to report earlier.  Growler flying repeatedly over our home outside of 

Forks.  One sonic boom.  We already have had 3 broken windows which I 

suspect is due to these sonic Circling continues at 3 PM 

Enough.  The growlers are too loud to fly above our homes 

Extremely loud disruption to an otherwise peaceful evening on the Olympic 

Peninsula 

 practice... Destroying the peace and quiet! 

DB reading 130.0 

NOTES:  

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, 

generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running 

inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time 

is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. 

Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears. 

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home 

address or phone number or e-mail.  In this report, those personal 

identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives. 

Some reports do not include comments. 
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Density altitude: -1400’ 

Get the damn growlers out of here  

One after another. Here is another one. RUMBLING VIBRATING WAVES OF 

JET NOISE. Jan 11.  4:22pm. S Lopez. 

Growlers filling the sky and making unbelievable amount of noise  

I just clocked them at 137.4 on the sound meter  

Including a sonic boom.  More broken windows in our home?  Three so far 

It is too much.  Get the damn growlers out of here  

Low flying 737 military plane disrupting my evening and sleep 

Low over south Lopez 

Reyes is my blood pressure I had to go back on blood pressure meds and 

anxiety medicine 

Ringing in my ears, and anxiety and blood pressure is at Gilman 

Rumbling is loud and disruptive.  

SE Lopez, 2 Feb 23, 11;30AM, Thursday:  A GIGANTIC HOUSE RATTLING 

ROAR inside the house measuring 92.8 decibels.They don't have to do this 

12 miles from the base over homes! 

Starting this after 6PM? Who's running this show? 

The growlers have moved west from their earlier practice field and now are 

circling over Saratoga Passage as the loop.  They are extremely loud and the 

noise is uninterrupted as numerous aircraft are involved. 

They returned and are shaking the house as the fly over.  I didn't have my 

ap on when they flew lower above our home just a few minutes ago. Dislike 

the long rumble that you feel as they approach and leave- it resonates 

within one for a long time 

They’re really rocking us now 

Too loud 

Two. Very low 

all morning. all yesterday. not enough hours in the day to commit to 

reporting all this noise. 

And yet another one right overhead in Mt. Vernon. Huge loud almost 

metalic sound like someone doing a Shop Vac concert under a tin roof. Very 

unpleasant. 

Deafening. What in the world????? 

disrupted activity: basic human need for sleep. 

DS 137.4 

Engine run up south Lopez 

Enough noise to interrupt thought and tv viewing.  Lasting a long time. 

EXTREMELY LOUD landing practice currently ongoing.  

Forks  - Starting a half hour ago, every five minutes circling over town, 

interrupting my Zoom meeting. 

If Inslee and Biden really cared about the environment, they would put a 

stop to this. 

It feels like a war zone inside the house-they are flying directly overhead 

and so far the highest reading is 97.8 inside our home. HATE the anxiety I 

feel as the approach, go overhead and leave our airspace! 

Aleck Bay 

It was blissful having a week without the Navy attacking US citizens with 

"shock and awe". Sadly, they haven't done the right thing and moved 

somewhere else yet so we're back to being tortured. 



Long , loud, blasting fly over- followed by another- outside post office. 

Probably the beginning of many to come. 

Louder than a human can withstand, but it’s only going to get worse.  Is that 

all the Navy knows how to do, destroy everything and ruin the 

environment? 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down  

More than extremely loud; beyond the pale, but not the first time. When it 

is this loud it is difficult to tell if it was due to pilot incompetence, total 

disregard for everyone in the area, or deliberate malice. As if there's any 

doubt. 

Oh my god! STOP!!! Is Mt Vernon at war with Big Lake? It sounds like it. 

One of many loud jets overhead this morning! 

For more than an hour, Growlers have been looping, one after 

another,performing carrier land 

SE Lopez, 3 Feb 23, 9am - 11:30am, Friday:  Steady roars for 2 and a half 

hours in the 78 - 98 decibel range - inside the house. We finally left home to 

try to get away from it.   

Seriously F*** OFF! It's been constant loud jet noise for the last half hour.  

Sound meter reading 137.4. 

South Shaw, yesterday and today. Roaring and vibration, rattles the house, 

rattles my inner ear. Horrible noise and sensation.  

STOP USING US FOR YOUR DAMN WAR GAMES!! We Lopezians NEVER 

signed up to be part of your "base" to practice on!! You are damaging our 

hearing and our Health. My ears ring for hours after you fly over our 

Island...STOP DESTROYING OUR PEACE!! 

The jet fuel that fills the air is poisoning us. The air is burning my lungs with 

the jet exhaust from these growlers.  

The Navy noise is so loud and it lasts so long. Even after the blasts and 

waves pass, there's minutes of rumble. The range of the noise is insane. 

There seem to be back-to-back aircraft every couple of minutes. 

"They flew last night from around 6pm to around 9pm.  

HORRIBLE!" 

Third extremely loud flyover in Mt. Vernon in the last 15 minutes. Huge 

powerful waves of noise that you can feel in your whole body. 

Time may be off by a couple of minutes. 

Two low altitude flyovers  

Constant just noise. Just non stop. We his is home and end of a long day. No 

where to go.  

Windows shaking 

Your constant flying above our residential neighborhood is causing my child 

to lose sleep.  This is messing with my child’s whole day.  Please stop flying 

over our houses.  Please please please stop.  

Come on this extreme from the growlers has to stop  

2nd time Saturday- sounds like a terrible explosion off to the south, heard 

here in Anacortes, near the ferry terminal.  Otherwise should be a peaceful 

Saturday- but it’s wrecked by sounds of warplanes shaking my home.  Navy 

war games 

After a few days of peace and quiet - here we go again.   So annoying - the 

roar of the jets overpowers the TV inside the house even with all windows 

shut and sealed (it is January after all).    Nothing subtle about it - just plain 

disruptive.   

All day, the rumbles! Not just this hour, but between at least 2-6 and them 

some. . Then, jets flying over incessantly maybe even beyond when I came 

in around 4.  



"Awful rumbling shaking thunder- such a threatening sound in Anacortes on 

a Wednesday afternoon.  Navy abuse of civilians  

coming from the east and the north. hideous hate filling the skies. 

Extremely loud waves of sound and direct flyovers right through the heart 

of Lopez Island 

EXTREMELY LOW FLYING GROWLER!  LOUDER THAN MOST! 

Finally a day to work outside and every 15 minutes, all day, the jets 

overhead. Searing. Why? I just can't comprehend how this can happen here.  

Flying on the weekend again !      

F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE 

NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** 

THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY 

F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F*** THE NAVY F***!!!! 

got 2 running at the same time geezus 

Growlers making life impossible below  

Horrible threatening shuddering roaring - deep sounds that vibrate the 

south side of my Anacortes home.  This is anxiety inducing like an 

earthquake would be.  2:30 pm.  Should be a peaceful January day but no it 

is not. 

I can barely hear the neighbor's excavator over the rumble from the Navy 

jets. 

I can feel the ground and my floor at home shake- 20 miles away from navy 

growlers.  Unhealthy effects on civilian population.  Anacortes mid week 

afternoon  

Incessant rumble all morning and now into the afternoon. 

Incredibly loud growler flyby shattering noise.   

Louder than usual. 

Louder than usual. Disregard my report from a minute ago - I forgot to mark 

my location before submitting. 

Now over 1.5 hours of warplane grinding roaring shaking racket despoiling a 

Saturday in Anacortes .  Horrid noise pollution- shattering the peace of a 

weekend. 

OMG The Growler jet went really low over my field here on ORCAS! WHY. 

What gives the Navy the right to make and break agreements? NO relief all 

day, actually, for DAYS now. And their site says they are not scheduled to fly 

at all this week. 

really loud, really out of the flight pattern. Every 15 minutes since 7 AM 

Regular loud rumbling heard indoors this morning. Louder and more 

vibration while outdoors. This is across the water in Victoria, so imagine 

unbearable in the San Juans. 

Terrible, frequent, evil and way out of flight pattern. Searing!  

The Navy are selfish macho a*******s. 

This has been happening for about the last hour straight. 

This has been incessant all morning long, and really really close. Way out of 

the supposedly agreed upon flight pattern. Evil. 

this is a full time job reporting these growler planes. 

Throughout the day - roaring and vibration, often enough to cause pain to 

eardrums. 

Very loud overhead flight.  

A calm, working day of writing and research suddenly becomes a disrupted 

cacophony of deafening roars and whines along with an almost continual  

bone-shaking rumble. It's been like this most of the day, almost no breaks. 

This is defending us? 



After hours of suffering through growlers yesterday, they're already roaring 

again this morning. This is truly horrible noise, painful and disturbing.  

Bothersome all day 

Decatur Island  

Earlier it was shaking sinister thunder, when I got home from work- now as I 

want to go to sleep the heavens are ripped apart by shrieking tearing 

warplanes.  Horrid and abuse of civilians.  Anacortes 8:30 pm.  Navy abuse 

of us. 

Extended roar 

Extremely loud, unable to hear conversation inside, from growler attack 

flight overhead. Please stop attacking your own people with sonic weapons  

If I can hear the jets over the sound of my Ham radio headset, it's too damn 

loud. 

Left and came right back.  Ugh. 

Less than a thousand feet 

Loud fly over 

Low flyover 

Second day straight of rumble and jets, then one, obviously a GROWLER 

flew over my property, WAY out of their flight map. I've finally come in to 

get out of the noise. Terrible violation of our rights. 

Still roaring 

Super noisy Growler noise today  

"These low flying growlers with their ear splitting noised is  getting to be too 

much.   Please, please, stop coming closer than you promised and stick to 

the rules you agreed to.  Thank you.   

What's going on today that the jets keep flying over Olga?    

Windows and walls rattled  

Yet another all day from 5:30am til whenever "they" see fit...of growlers. 

Every few minutes... 

You b*******s sure are making it suck to live here. 

1/6/23. Anacortes ferry line. What is this hell? Thundering Growler 

overhead. 

2 at a time? 

2engine passenger?? So low?? Same flight path to nw 

"Again…obnoxious  

What are you doing to the environmental problems we’re facing???? " 

Anacortes. Growler jets making tremendous noise. The sky is filled with the 

roaring. Who would ever want to live here? Seems like domestic terror. 

January 6. 

Annoying loud  military jet noise has occurred several times this morning 

over my home, disrupting my thoughts & activities.  

brutally loud flight overhead, osha noise hazard levels of loud, please stop 

attacking the people you are sworn to protect 

Cannot converse outside when they fly by 

Come on, super loud and annoying low flying growler aircraft this morning  

Continued noise for several minutes 

Decatur Island  

Enough already 

Enough already!!!!!!! 



Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft likely with gear down disturbing 

my morning  

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft with gear down  

Extremely loud multiple growler flights overhead, makes it hard to hear 

conversation inside the house. These planes should be illegal to fly over 

populated areas or environmentally diverse areas.  

Flyover 

Frequent disruptions over the past 2 days. It is horrible.  

Get you damn Growler Jets OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! WE NEVER 

AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR DAMN WAR GAMES!! Your damn Jets are 

destroying my hearing leaving me with ringing ears for hours after you 

scream overhead!! STOP NOW!! 

GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! WE 

NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR WAR GAMES!!! YOU ARE DAMAGING 

OUR HEALTH...LEAVE US THE HELL ALONE!! 

Growlers flying low and making extreme noise disrupting my day 

Had to pause tv because it was impossible to hear it 

Heard just the one pass this morning.  Vacuum and washing machine much 

of the day so other passes didn’t overpower those noises 

"I am furious. I was in my own front yard when the Growler sound was so 

loud and intense that I actually ducked. My body is still streaming adrenalin. 

There is NO EXCUSE! 

I would like to listen to the wind, to nature but have on white noise air 

purifier to help drown out the creepy roaring emanating from Ault field- 

heard in Anacortes, going on few hours in the evening so far.  Navy abuse of 

the landscape. 

Is this revenge? Report enough noise incidents and the Navy starts 

constantly flying right over your house? Every day this week from about 

8am to 9pm has been constant ear splitting noise. I'm stuck indoors and 

running out of Tylenol. 

Jan 6. Anacortes. Roaring and screaming Growler over us. 

January 6. Another roaring and screaming growler overhead. Penetrating 

roar as it looks like it is turning. Anacortes.  

Lasted longer and was more menacing than usual. 

Louder than usual - menacing. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying passenger two engine...landing ?? 

Monday evening and it sounds like the world is exploding off to the south of 

Anacortes- would that this was unusual, but it is the usual utter disregard 

for the health and well-being of western Washington civilians- by the US 

navy. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day 

Not one. Not two.  But three back to back low altitude flyovers.   

Nuts!  Again! Is this really necessary? 

Picking on us 

Please stop ruining my child’s naps!  It’s almost every day that my child 

suffers because you fly over neighborhoods.  Her sleep is being missed and 

in turn she is suffering.  Please stop flying over Sleeper Rd!  Fly somewhere 

else please! 

Resting and Growler woke me up.  Shoot house! 



SE Lopez, 6 Jan 23, Noise All Day: On and on and on and on. Roaring and 

more roaring. . . . 

So loud that I can't hear my tv and have stopped watching for now.  Lasted 

quite a long time to - over several minutes. 

So many loud jet flights we just stopped homeschooling today. By the time 

you refocus another one flys over.  

South Lopez 

South Lopez 

There should be only a time/day option for reporting. Growlers should be a 

given and "defeaning" should be the only sound level. 

This has been going on and on and on and on a lot of the afternoon. It’s 

annoying and anxiety provoking. 

Too low 

Trying to home school. We had to o and op while Jet flew over. 

Two aircraft flying northeast really low. Low enough to see landing gear and 

other aircraft details. Noise was loud enough to have to talk with loud 

voices to be heard by the person standing next to me, and lasted about 

10min 

"Very loud and constant. planes have been flying over our house all 

morning. I can’t talk inside the house when the planes are flying over head.  

Very distressing. The rumble goes on for 10 plus minutes It never quiet as 

they keep circling. No Peace. " 

Woke up sick person.  

Growlers up starting of today's abuse  

In last couple of days, several times I thought I heard Growlers but i didn't 

report those because the high winds and construction noise near our house 

are also noisy and I wasn't 100% sure what I was hearing was Growler noise. 

Low and loud overflight.  The rumbling is sustained. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

Not circling yet thank goodness  

Poor kids won’t get their bedtime story because the Growlers are so loud 

and low tonight that we can’t hear inside our home . 

Still going on now. 

STOP FLYING OVER OUR HOMES!  It is beyond disruptive, it’s harassment. 

Seriously stop and please go fly over somewhere with no homes!!  My baby 

suffers from no sleep during your fly times. Just stop.  

The hate planes never used to be out on my morning meditation walk. 

Now....every single morning at 5 am, the skies are filled with hate. What a 

way to start the day. 

They go  away, they come back, they go  away, they come back,  they go  

away, they come back,  they go  away, they come back,  they go  away, they 

come back,  they go  away, they come back,  they go  away, they come back 

........... 

Trying not o work k from home. Noise penetrating entire house. 

10 minutes of horrendous noise!!!! 

2 Growlers in formation low over Aleck Bay 

All day Sunday 1/8/2023 from 5am. No mystery to the surplus of homes for 

sale in the area. 



Circling our home for well over 10 minutes.  The noise and VIBRATION are 

so intense that our pets ran under the bed for cover.  The deer munching 

new shoots in our yard disappeared.  Then this pilot circled out over the 

ocean only 4 miles from us 

day 5 of constant jet noise over the san juans. this is a violation of human 

rights.  

disrupted activity: trying to recover from flu via bedrest. too bad military 

doesn't care about things like adverse effects on human health. 

Forks, a railroad engine is roaring past my house…no, it’s jets circling low 

over town, loudly rumbling, then the after burners and my house is shaking, 

dog is barking and it sounds like an aerial attack. Get out of here! 

Growler fly overs have continued all morning with the first at 8:17 this 

morning.  Extremely loud at times.  The effect of these Growlers cause 

anxiety and fear because you know they will be back but you don’t know 

when.  This raises stress levels! 

"Growlers have been circling since 8:17 AM.  Sounds like they are leaving 

now about 3 PM.   

I’m assuming that the pilots think they are doing us a “favor” and protecting 

us.  This is a serious problem of disconnected mindset on their part" 

Growlers making a ears ring.  Thanks a lot  

Growlers up making a hellish amount of noise  

Louder than usual. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Nice morning noise salute by low flying growlers.   

Over five minutes of this jet standing on it's tailpipe blasting window-

rattling noise right over my house.  This Needs To Stop! 

Rattled my nerves 

South Lopez 

There is horrible creepy thunder of navy Warcraft despoiling an otherwise 

peaceful Sunday evening.  Anacortes- this is ongoing navy abuse of the 

landscape and its people. 

this is their second series of flights around the house. A couple of passes 

have been directly overhead. Grrrr 

Trying to read our morning books and get toddlers started for the day as the 

jets fly over and stop us from reading.  

"Very unpleasant and disruptive to peaceful existence. 

While having a difficult and important conversation about a family health 

emergency, jets started flying low over the house. They were so loud we 

had to stop mid-sentence, and wait, every time a jet flew over - adding 

stress to a difficult situation! 

...like sitting in the General's office telling him the noise level is deafening 

while he sports ear muffs. 

And are we to understand the Growlers can’t even destroy the radar etc. of 

the Chinese spy balloons ?  Of what use are the Growlers anyway?? 

Another miserable day with Growlers harassing us all day.  Bad enough they 

ruin the enjoyment of a beautiful outdoor day, they penetrate to indoors. I 

feel we are at war. Will bomb blast sounds be their next sounds to emit? 

As an American don't I have the right to live in my home without the 

growlers forcing me to put on sound cancelling headphones  

Back again after last night's noise. Exhausting. Depressing. Horrible. Right 

overhead. 

Can’t hear on conference calls for work 

Can’t hear to communicate over the phone business calls 

Come on this is too loud.  Growlers need a new place to fly  



Damn jet keeps returning every few minutes 

Disrupting work and classes 

Disturb working at home 

Engine run up rattling south Lopez  

Engine run up. Rumbling on south Lopez 

Extremely loud growler flights overhead today, Please stop the acoustic 

assault on the environment and people. 

EXTREMELY loud landing practice with multiple aircraft circling!  No break in 

the roar. 

Flying straight over my house 

Get that noise out of my house! 

Growlers are too noisy for residential area  

Growlers get the hell out of here.  People live here  

Growlers have been circling for well over an hour.  Sounds like they were 

higher earlier today but now they are getting louder 

Growlers making unbelievable amount of noise  

Growlers practice carrier landings and rattling the nerves of everyone below  

Horribly loud.   My insides are shaking.   Came inside to reduce noice and 

vibration on my body.  

I was about to go outside to do some work, when the Growlers begin flying 

low over our home. The Navy has not shared a scheduled for the week, so I 

had no warning about this dangerous exposure to jet noise. This is unsafe.  

I wish the Navy was as bored with torturing people as I'm getting writing 

these messages. 

Incessant rumble 

Is this torture by the growlers some kind of payback because they lost their 

lawsuit  

It's either "Disrupted Activities" or "Extremely Loud" --  with the Growler 

terrorizing our skies, there is no other value. 

Jan 9. Growler roaring over downtown Anacortes. Just visiting here. Why 

would anyone want to live here. It is a war zone. 

Jan 9. March Point. Two low flying growlers with a roar that exceeds traffic 

noise of Hwy 20.  So loud, had to cover my ears. 

January 9, 5:16pm. Loud jet roaring. Anacortes. 

Just home from a stressful day working in healthcare in Mount Vernon- and 

my refuge in Anacortes- is wrecked by threatening deep thunder that 

shudders my home.  This is anxiety inducing, cortisol inducing-  UN healthy 

way to live 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my walk 

just returned home from a long trip, looking forward to peace and quiet, 

and instead, relentless growler noise all morning. It has me on edge. 

Kind of all day- intermittent shaking grumbling rumbling- shuddering the 

back side / south side of my Anacortes home.  Just unsettling and un-

peaceful existence-  all day, Thursday.  Navy abuse of civilians  

Landing practice, multiple aircraft. LOUD 

Loud piercing sound overhead, made the house shake 

My dog needed to go outside and I timed it between passing jets, but took 

too long. Fortunately the next jet didn't go directly over us; I watched it fly 

right over nearby homes so low anyone under it would suffer permanent 

hearing damage. Dangerous. 



Navy jet noise rumbling from Whidbey Navy Base throughout the 

afternoon.  The noise is disturbing & ominous. 

Near constant stream of noise all morning long. This sound is VERY loud and 

disruptive and droning out my music, work calls, and appointments. When 

will this stop?? 

Noisy growlers flying  

OK this is the 5th series of flights around and over our home. The past 

couple of days I have measured 89.8 decibles here on the main floor of the 

house. It is very unpleasant. It is not fun. A very mild way of how we feel! 

Racket from navy warplanes - wrecking the afternoon “peace” in Anacortes,  

off and on roaring and shaking emanating from the South and Whidbey.  

Awful- Thursday afternoon  

Rumble-a-Rama all morning long.    

San Juan island is not supposed to be on the Navy's flight path, but right 

over the head start school. Geeez 

Se Lopez, 9 Jan 23, Roaring all afternoon:  Another relentless afternoon of 

Growlers roaring and SCREAMING overhead.  Time to head North to try to 

find relief. 

South Shaw. It's been a noisy week, growlers and jets roaring around 

overhead. The noise from growlers and roaring jets is disruptive and 

horrible.  

Tattle taling on the growler jet deafening program is akin to telling a young 

boy who just punched another kid in the face that he shouldn't punch 

another kid in the face. 

The growlers are up early today damaging the ear drums and nerves of 

everyone within 15 miles. They need a remote location for this training  

The whole house vibrated with the sound. 

These daily fly overs are wreaking havoc with my sense of calm and quiet.  I 

am getting stressed every time I hear one! 

They have basically been flying all day  

Thought I could escape, but no the planes are everywhere  

Two in tandem and then another taking off 

Very low jet surprisingly quieter than usual! 

1:27pm.  Jan 10.  S. Lopez More noise again.  I cannot report every time, but 

I am trying to report as many as I can because it is the only way I can feel I 

am making this problem known. 

1:55pm Jan 10.  S Lopez.  Growler screaming and roaring overhead. 

10:01am. Jan 10.  Lopez.  More exploding and rolling thunder from Ault.  

Pervasive and percussive. 

10:05am. Jan 10.  Lopez.  More exploding and rolling thunder from Ault.   

10:55am. Jan 10.  Lopez.  More exploding and rolling thunder from Ault.  

Pervasive and percussive. I cannot record every one because it is too much.  

ALL MORNING!!!! 

11:36am. 1/16/23.  South Lopez.  The roaring continues to jar us.  Another 

horrible day on Lopez as the Navy continues its war on us. 

11:36am. January 10, South Lopez.  The war continues.  Another growler 

roars and sends the explosive noise our way. 

12:02pm. January 10. South Lopez.  The jet roaring continues into the 

afternoon.  A terrible day.  There is actually sunshine, but why would I 

venture for a walk knowing I would be slammed with jet noise? 

12:11pm.  Jan 10.  ANOTHER BLASTING EXPLOSIVE ROAR FROM JET 

ACTIVITY AT AULT. 



12:15pm. Jan 10. South Lopez.  Had to go outside to get the mail.  The sky is 

FILLED with jet noise.  Perhaps like standing on SeaTac runway while 

multiple jets land and take off. 

12:23pm.  Jan 10.  S Lopez. MORE THUNDEROUS JET NOISE FROM WHIDBEY 

SLAMS INTO US. 

12:24.  Jan 10, S Lopez.  WAVES OF JET ROARING HIT US AGAIN. 

12:30pm.  Jan 10.  South Lopez.  ANOTHER ROAR in a continual series of 

abusive explosions emanating from Whidbey. 

12:36pm, Jan10. S. Lopez.  MORE NOISE AGAIN.  Run-ups?  Take-offs?  It 

does not matter which.  The effect is thunderous noise taking over our 

home. 

12:40.  Jan 10.  S Lopez.  Another blast from Whidbey.  A gorgeous 

day....filled with jet noise.  DAY RUINED.   

12:58pm Jan 10.  S Lopez. MORE JET NOISE RIGHT NOW.  ALMOST 

CONTINUOUS TODAY. 

2:12pm. Jan 10.  S. Lopez.  Jet roaring. 

2:18pm. Jan 10. S Lopez.  Sky full of jet screaming.  Here is my guess:  They 

launched all those Growlers earlier today and now we have fresh hell as 

they fly back to base. 

3:11pm Jan 10. S. Lopez.  Two Growlers flying over Mud Bay toward the 

SW(?)  Screaming overhead. 

6:21PM.  S LOPEZ. JANUARY 10.  LOUD ROARING JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ.. 

8:27am. Jan 10. Jet noise thundering from Ault to Lopez Island. The 

vibration is felt in our floor.  

9:10am. January 10.  Deep and prolonged rumbling  jet roar that vibrated 

through our home on Mud Bay, Lopez.  Interrupted my concentration on my 

work..  Growler jets are WRONG for this region. 

9:35pm, January 10. S Lopez.  There is prolonged jet rumbling coming from 

Whidbey.  It is loud and invasive.  Are not local folks allowed respite in the 

evening without Navy invasions of our homes?  Today was awful, filled with 

jet noise. 

9:37pm.  Following a deep and long blast beginning at 9:35pm, the floor of 

our home is again vibrating from deep rumbling from Whidbey.  This lasts a 

long time.  Makes me think there is something strange going on at NASWI 

9:40pm.  Jan 10.  S Lopez.  Here we go again.  Another explosive thunderous 

roar from Whidbey.  It is unusually long, deep and rattling. The air is 

vibrating. 

9:46am. January 10.  Our house is shaking, my bones are shaking. We are at 

this moment enduring a rattling vibrating roar from Whidbey.  This is an 

assault by the Navy.  14 miles from Ault. South Lopez. 

9:55am. Jan 10.  9:50am. Lopez.  More rolling thunder from Ault.  Pervasive 

and percussive. 

AGAIN Jan 10.  Lopez.  More exploding and rolling thunder from Ault.  This is 

why I leave Lopez so often.  The jet noise is abusive.  Seattle is quieter!!!! 

Aleck Bay 

AND AGAIN. Jan 10 late morning.  Lopez.  More exploding and rolling 

thunder from Ault.  This is abuse.  This is what Murray, Larsen and Cantwell 

allow.  The Salish Sea is a war zone. 

anxiety , Blood pressure and migraines when they fly over my home       

"Are you kidding me right now? You think 9pm is a good time to fly over a 

residential neighborhood!  You already interrupt my baby’s nap time and 

now this! Please freaking stop! There are other places to fly, seriously 

please go fly somewhere else!  

change the time options to be typed rather than having to click through 

every single minute of the day in order to get to the time wanted to report 



the hate planes. This is already frustrating enough without having to click 

through every single numbe 

"Circling again - and again - and again.  Another bone shattering day. 

We’ve had 3 windows lose seal over the last couple of years in expensive 

triple pane windows that we bought to try and mute the Growlers. Yes, the 

Growlers cause vibration " 

Engine run up rumbling south Lopez  

every flyover demonstrates the contempt the occupiers feel for their victims 

and highlights the indifference of elected "representatives" 

Four years of this has really taken a toll on our health I don’t know how 

much longer we can’t stand it which affected my husband’s work I can’t do 

conference calls and when we’re sick with sleep 

Geez too loud  

Growlers are too damn loud to be flying in such a densely populated area  

Growlers flying and making noise  

Horrible peace wrecking thunder from navy warplanes is shaking my house 

around 10:30 am.  This is a place of no peace and anytime war practice.  

Anacortes  

"I have been hearing these engines off and on and find it disrespectful and 

disruptive at any time of day for nature and residents. However it is 

especially alarming at 9pm. 

We have to do better !!  

Friday Harbor " 

I was unable to go to sleep! The noise was the loudest I have ever 

experienced, and it went on all night! Unbelievable our Navy is allowed to 

torture citizens in this manner. Get prepared in the desert, away from 

sensitive wildlife   

"Incessant rumble all day.   

Intensely, massively, head splittingly, nauseatingly loud flyover just now 

with a long tail of rumbling. Honestly, if this is what "Shock and Awe" is, 

maybe someone should be invoking the invoking the Geneva Conventions 

against our military.  

It was such a great morning until the growlers showed up  

It’s 5pm. This is not late afternoon by any means. Some schedule  

It’s extremely loud and has been rumbling on and off for hours.  

Jan 10.  9:50am. Lopez.  I have the feeling I am going to be reporting a lot of 

jet noise this morning.  The air shakes, the house shakes, my body shakes. 

Jets flying overhead, sometimes painfully low. Windows and items in the 

house are shaking. Decibel levels reaching 90+ in the home and over 110 

outside. Even the Navy confirms that any exposure at these levels causes 

pain and hearing damage. 

Laying in bed trying to relax and fall asleep while pregnant is difficult 

enough but with extremely loud aircraft noises it’s incredibly stressful. Why 

are they being turned on so late at night? And why are they suddenly so 

much louder?  

Long low pass. 

Long, sustained and incredibly loud at 9:40 pm at night. Unnerving and 

nausea inducing.  

Looong low rumble for several minutes. Can hear/feel with windows closed 

and a loud air filter fan on. Now another one has started.  

Loud , shakes house 

Loud and intense Rumble and  vibration intermittently - for the last half 

hour-sounds like an intense thunderstorm moving in.  



Loud enough to make watching tv difficult.   Has gone on for several 

minutes now and no indication that the noise is about to stop.  In fact it's 

getting worse & louder. 

Low rumble is a bit inaccurate. A jet came ripping through as we sang happy 

birthday to our 3 year old granddaughter.  

Noise from aircraft is getting worse.  This is truly unpleasant and annoying.  

Makes evening quiet & rest impossible.  I have to keep turning the tv 

volume up.   

"noise is constant for prolonged period - at least 15, maybe 30 minutes.  If 

the point is to make the community feel like we're at war, they are 

succeeding.  This is ridiculous. 

Our rowing crew could not even hear the coxswain when the Growlers flew 

over. The noise hurt everyone's ears but we had to hang on to the oars. The 

roar and scream was deafening.   

Ridiculously loud at 2140 hrs. We're on the west end of San Juan and it's 

extremely loud. I feel worse for people on Outh Lopez and Widbey Island. 

SE Lopez, 10 Jan 23, 9:25pm - 9:40pm.  15 minutes of solid ROARING (80-90 

dec). This sounds exactly like runups -  the problem Larsen he would solve 

with a Hush House 30+ years ago.  Still no Hush House - just HUGE noise 

shaking our house and bodies. 

Seems to be "targeting" this neighborhood with loud overflights.  In 

addition, landing practice has been going on for hours.  It's the most recent 

"low and slow" over flights that are most disturbing! 

Shaking house, loud 

So, profoundly annoying. Honestly, I'm trying to sleep.  

Sounded like a scramble of a dozen jets.  Like Armageddon. We've been 

living on this island since 2017, but this is the worst we've ever heard. Scary.  

STOP FLYING OVER MY HOUSE!  It is ruining my poor sick and exhausted 

baby because the flying also ruins her naps!  Please stop! 

This noise level is out of this world. Long, loud and sustained for 5 mins, 

then off for 3 then back on for 5 again and again and again. It is greatly 

reducing my peace of mind and upping my stress. This is not acceptable.  

This was ***shockingly*** loud, hard to even believe this is allowed this 

late at night when most of our family is sleeping.  

Very loud could you Ben hear while driving inside the car 

Very loud, another huge rumble that is shaking my house.  

Vibration and horrible roaring, painful to eardrums. Rattles everything, 

indoors and outdoors 

Way too late for this 

We have to leave our home because we’re having Trouble concentrating 

having migraines high blood pressure I just have to quit working and go for 

a drive get nothing accomplished at home we need to do 

Well, here we go again.  Another day of animals running for cover while 

Growlers circle and circle and come back again.  Feels like even my bones 

are vibrating.   

Why are the loudest jets in the world flying so low over populated areas? 

My ears are still ringing. 

Why would we want peace and quiet? 

1:21pm.  Jan 11.  S Lopez.  So, now the Growlers are flying over Mud Bay on 

their way home? NOT OK.  Just experienced a sudden explosive roar over 

our home. Now a long roar as it disappears 

1:28pm.  Jan 11.  S Lopez.  ANOTHER JET ROARING over us.  I am trying to 

concentrate on my job on a computer and the noise is creating a terrible 



distraction. The Navy is entering our homes without permission.  Seem to 

think they own this place.  

10:30am Jan 11, LOUD GROWLER LOW OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ.   

SCREAMING AND ROARING.IT OVERCAME WHAT I COULD HEAR IN MY 

HONE CALL. 

10:49am Jan 11. S Lopez.  ANOTHER Growler flying screamingly loud over 

Mud Bay.  Drowns out the spin cycle on the washing machine and TV.  

That's LOUD!!!! 

11:47am, Jan 11.  S Lopez.  LOUD LOUD SCREAMING GROWLER OVERHEAD. 

12:20pm. Jan11.  S. Lopez.. LOUD JET 

2:03pm.  Jan 11.  S Lopez.  Very deep and penetrating jet roar from 

Whidbey.  Floor vibrates. 

2:47pm. Jan 11. S Lopez.  ANOTHER ROARING AND EXPLOSIVE JET NOISE 

BLAST FROM AULT FIELD, WHICH IS 14 MILES AWAY.   

3:36pm Jan 11. S Lopez. BIG ROAR. Thank God I travel and I don't have to be 

on Lopez all the time. Jet noise days like this are horrible and I am lucky to 

get away. Navy diminishes the environment and quality of life here. Tourists 

better stay away! 

4:19pm. Jan 11.  The Navy Assault on the Salish Sea Continues!  Another 

rumbling rattling vibrating jet roar slams into our home. S. Lopez. 

4:23pm Jan 11.  ANOTHER VIBRATING JET ROAR, right on top of the 

previous one. S.LOPEZ. 

4:45. JAN 11.  ANOTHER RUMBLING PENETRATING ROAR FROM WHIDBEY. s 

lOPEZ. 

4:54PM JAN 11.  ANOTHER JET ROAR.  A Long day of jet noise. S. Lopez. 

5:39pm. JAN 11.  The roaring continues with another BLAST of Jet noise. 

Can't watch TV in my own home.  Aircraft is flying barely above the tree line 

over a residential neighborhood.   Windows rattling, fingers in my ears.  

Won't be able to sleep tonight.  This is an unconstitutional taking of the use 

of my home.   

Growlers flying and making a lot of noise  

I love my home, town and neighbors, but I can't live here. I know there are 

lots of people for whom the noise isn't as impactful; I wish I was one of 

them. I don't expect the Navy to care, but you've callously driven me from 

my home. 

Incessant rumble all day.   

Jan 11. 3:44pm  S Lopez.  The roaring continues.  It comes right into our 

home.  As if some war is going on out there and jets are flying around 

looking to drop bombs.  Sounds like a war movie track. 

January 11, 3:05pm.  Roaring jet over us now. We have been slammed with 

roaring jets over us all day.  South Lopez.  What are they doing flying over 

Lopez?  That is not on their flight maps. Can't trust the Navy.  

Jet noise is everywhere.  It sounds like growlers are just swooping through 

the air all around us.  Jan 11  3:24pm.  It is unnerving.  It sounds like a war is 

going on.  Lopez. 

Just got ANOTHER big blast of Jet Noise.  S. Lopez.  We may as well live on 

the Sea Tac runway. 

Loud could here in the house and car 

Low over south Lopez 

"Low over south Lopez 

MORE JET NOISE. 5pm, Jan 11.  S Lopez.  The Navy continues its 

bombardment. 



My puppy dog is extremely stressed at the moment as the result of low-

frequency acoustic energy emissions from these Navy aircraft. 

"Noise lasted a long time last night - just  stated anew.  There's no escape 

from the assault on my nerves.  The pilots should be skilled enough as to 

not require so much practice.   

Nose up throttle up flap down extreme noise - burn fuel maneuver 

Over San Juan Commons. Sounds like several planes. Been going on non-

stop for 10 minutes so far. I thought they were not supposed to fly after 

1am. 

roaring overhead- measuring 86 decibels inside the house today. 

SCREAMING, NOW ROARING  JETS OVERHEAD.  1:07pm. Jan 11.  South 

Lopez. Still Roaring.  Still Roaring.  Still Roaring.  Still Roaring. 

Sounds like a war is going on.  Lots of deep explosive roars of jet noise.  

1:48pm. Jan 11.  South end Lopez. 

Still unable to sleep Growler flight unending and extremely loud 

STOP DISRUPTING MY BABY’S SLEEP!!!!!!!  Stop flying over our homes!  Go 

somewhere else!  You ruin her naps and she’s suffering because of it.  

Please stop.  

Sure you’re tired of reading these but it’s going to keep happening.  Stop 

flying over residential neighborhoods!  My child is losing sleep because of it 

and it’s not right.  Plenty of places to fly, go fly there and stop flying over 

our homes!   

They are back and it's now measuring 89.8 decibels inside our home. 

"This has been going on loudly since 4:00 pm Jan 10th until now ..3:00 am 

Jan 11th ! 

I own a business here in Port Townsend.. I am exhausted! from no sleep! 

Due to jet noise. 

I grew up here.. I’ve never heard it so bad! 

This is so loud, too loud to sleep. I’ll be sending this complaint to the base 

commander and to my Representative Derek Kilmer.  

What is that jet noise and why is it going on for so long?  

1:46 pm.  Jan 12.  S Lopez.  Rumbling vibrations from Whidbey jets. 

2:33pm. Jan 12.  Rumbling vibrating jet noise from Whidbey.  I am trying to 

stay focused on the Zoom conversation.... It is difficult. 

4:24pm. Jan 12. S Lopez.  Jet rumble and vibration emanating from 

Whidbey.   

8:15 pm and sinister thunder from the south echoes over the landscape to 

hit my home’s south walls- after a day of warplane noise wrecking our 

“peace” most of the day.  Can’t sleep in my south facing bedroom.  It’s too 

disturbing. 

8:21am, Jan 12.  Have endured two more rumbling roars from Whidbey.  

Yesterday was awful.  Is it to be awful again today?  Feels like PTSD. S. 

Lopez. 

9:49am Jan 12  LOUD Jet. S Lopez. 

9:53am, Jan 12.  SUDDEN SCREAM and roar from jet above.  I was startled. 

Now it seems to be turning and the roar deepens and swells.  Very very 

loud.  Still roaring. 

After a whole day of intermittent creepy thunder and a few screaming 

flyovers- it’s evening in anacortes and the thunder that rumble/shakes my 

home is cranking right back up- evening, Thursday,  navy abuse of western 

WA and it’s civilian inhabitants  

Back again, louder. 

extremely loud flight overhead 



Horrible threatening sounding thunder- waxing and waning, sounds like the 

heavens are groaning and creaking.  Horrid war games in our skies- all the 

time...  Navy lied- Growler NOT quieter than Prowler- and far more flights 

and destruction. Anacortes 

Huge helicopter at the airport.  

It's about 8am, Jan 12, and here we go again with a roaring rumble of jet 

activity at Whidbey.  S. Lopez. 

Jan 12.  2:28pm.  Jan 12.  With the rumbling jet noise I had to work hard to 

hold my concentration during the business Zoom I was on. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

"No rest for the wicked eh?  

No shortage of fuel" 

SE Lopez, 12 Jan 23, Another ROARING DAY - all day  - ENOUGH! 

Stepping out from lunch to jet screaming!!!! Over head! Deafening! 

The weekend is the only time I get to go outside without risking being 

knocked off my feet by the Navy's low altitude, extremely loud flights. But 

I'm seeing more and more flights on the weekends. DO NOT DO THIS! 

There likely have been more today, but between the construction noise 

happening near my house and the high winds, I'm not 100% sure so I've only 

reported this one. 

Twice during a physical therapy appointment in Anacortes - weeknight 

evening , navy warplanes thunderous sounds shook through the building to 

disturb our activities.  No peace here.  Daily and nightly war games are 

routine. 

What should be a peaceful Thursday morning in Anacortes, instead there is 

near constant roaring in the skies, that sometimes deeply shakes my home.  

It sounds constantly like something terrible is about to happen.  Horrible 

anti-peace here.   

What’s going on! For the past three days we’ve had lots of flyovers and 

noise from Whidbey. So noisy. 

When there's heavy cloud cover, the jets act as little children who cover 

their eyes- believing if they can't see you, you can't see them;  Low and 

LOUD!  

Wow that flyby was loud 

10:04am Jan 13 S Lopez.  ANOTHER DISRUPTIVE RUMBLING JET ROAR.  I 

HEAR IT AND FEEL IT THROUGH THE FLOOR. 

11:13am, Jan 13. S Lopez.  Screaming and roaring jet overhead. 

11:18am. Jan13. S Lopez.  Seems like the growlers are dedicated this new 

year to flying over Lopez.  Screaming and roaring jet over us now. 

9:56am. Jan 13  S Lopez.  More rumbling annoyance. 

All morning. Outside working, can't keep up with the reporting. Every 10-15 

minutes a jet goes over. This is torture. Headphones don't help at all. What 

happened to a free day to work outside? Imprisoned by sounds of war. 

And again, and again, and again. I can barely finish a thought or a sentence 

before the next one flies over. WHY.  

Continued disruption of business communications due to noise 

Disrupted a meeting  

Geez that is too loud for residential area growlers.  Wtf 

Get outta here. Way too noisy. We don’t want this anymore. It’s like living 

in a war zone.  

Growlers flying low and loud right over my house.  This has to stop  



Growlers noise is so loud it can't be legal  

I am experiencing anxiety, negative thoughts, completely the opposite of 

what being alive in a beautiful place fosters, thanks to the searing, 

rumbling, overhead jets, every 10 minutes, for DAYS. 

I am gritting my teeth to stay outside on this beautiful day rather than give 

in and go inside and turn up music so loud I won't be able to hear the jets. 

INTOLERABLE. 

In a meeting on the deck of Isabel's and had to stop our conversation 

because the jet noise was so loud. It is unnerving. 

It really sounded like thunder. 

It would be a full time job to report all these flyovers. Its violating, its evil, 

unnecessary and a terrible physical and emotional torture.  

It's snowing and the wind is gusting. Someone decided it would be good 

idea to fly growlers on the deck right over occupied homes.  This is 

dangerous for all parties and it needs to stop  

Jan 13.  9:46am.  S Lopez.  Periodic LOUD vibrating rumbling this morning, 

like right now. 

Loud enough to disrupt phone call 

Loud jet stopping conversations in person and by phone. Trying to run a 

business.  

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down  

Peace wrecking thunder already for over 1.5 hours here in Anacortes, at 

10:30 on an otherwise lovely spring-like, cloudy January day.   

POWER'S OUT ... IT'S SNOWING ... AND THE G.D. GROWLERS JUST STARTED 

OVERFLYING US! 

There is just no way to relax with the jets flying every 10 minutes or so. And 

this has been going on for DAYS. 

There is no birdsong, there is no sound of creek, only jets, one, after the 

other, after the other, for over a week now, on Orcas.  

This glorious winter day has left me with what feels like a punch in the gut 

and inability to even take a deep breath, what with the flights going over 

every 10 minutes or so. 

Very low and extremely loud.  Had to cover ears inside house. 

"WHAT THE F!!!!  THE LOUDEST LOW LOOS GROWLER I HAVE EVER HEARD!!! 

HURT MY EARS!  They are still ringing 4 minutes late." 

Constant loud repeated flights. Can’t even sit down to to watch theTV. You 

can’t hear it. How am I supposed to sleep? 

Damned loud growlers making life below hell  

"Flying for over an hour right over us.   

Returned several times during day.  It is now 5:30 PM and sounds like the 

last of them for today." 

Growlers are circling around ALT field, which is very "unpleasant"! But more 

concerning is the fact that this portends Growler flights this evening and 

night over NOLA & Saratoga Passage, producing "Extreme Stress" just as the 

day is calming down.  

Growlers flying loudly  

If I was outside right now without earplugs, I'd probably have a splitting 

headache. Why do you think it's ok to do that to people? You DO have the 

ability to get what you want without torturing people. 

It was such a lovely morning in Mt. Vernon.  Then the Navy had to wave its 

bombastic testicles in our faces again. 



People are trying to live here growlers.  Too damn loud  

Please stop ruining my child’s sleep!  Stop flying over our homes!  It has 

been non stop for hours!  Go fly somewhere else!!!!!!  Stop ruining my 

child’s sleep!   

SE Lopez, 14 Feb 23, 5:45pm, Tuesday:  Happy Valentines day! The Navy 

gave us 98.4 deafening decibels inside our house today.  After 30+ years of 

being battered by the Navy noise it's a wonder I can still hear anything. The 

Navy is a disgrace. 

Two growlers right over the house.  Thanks for shattering everyone's 

hearing 

Very loud low flight 

24/ 7 most days S Lopez , even Holidays think they could quit after 11 , 

maybe even 1am  

Dinner time. Let’s go blast the people with some low fly overs so they don’t 

talk during dinner 

Egregiously earsplitting flyover 

Flying over and over circling for hours. The usual annoyance that makes you 

want to get outa here.  So disappointing that the Navy is so selfish and 

doesn’t care who they hurt.  It is 4 PM now the the aircraft sound is 

unrelenting  

Flyover 

God when is this growler noise going to stop  

Growlers continue to shatter our eardrums  

Hell raining down growler noise on us every day. How can this be legal  

Horrific rumbling 

How much of this noise from the growlers do they expect us to endure  

Outside published OLF schedule, this after hours aircraft’s acoustic signature 

is enormous, density altitude: -1900’  

ridiculously loud flights overhead, makes it hard to hear in your own house, 

why are you attacking the people you are sworn to protect with noise. 

Several flights during lunch. Can’t hear and so loud to cover ears for people 

protection.  

The amount of noise coming from the growlers is too much for residential 

area  

Decatur 

Decatur 

Three at once? 

Too loud for too long at night 

Trying to write and edit and share ideas and whenever the jets come over, 

we have to take a long break, and then start over. Nobody can get anything 

done when Growlers are in the sky. What's it like in schools? Why are those 

things training here? 

"Watmough bay 

Flyover " 

Almost 9pm and there is peace wrecking , house shaking deep thunder from 

the south- navy abuse making sleep impossible, have to get up rpearly for 

work.  Anacortes.  Horrid Warcraft sky shredding 

Almost nonstop loud rumbling for the last 45 minutes. I ended up buying 

special headphones I can use with earplugs so I can work even while the 

Navy is being selfish 

Causing  health issues l 

causing mental health issues and heart and hearing  



Could really use a break from the growlers today  

day three of flights around and overhead the home. Registering 85.5 in the 

house now. Same yesterday and night before.  

Deafening ROOAAAR over downtown Anacortes! People had to cover their 

ears on the street! 

Density altitude: -1200’ 

Density Altitude: -1200’/cloud cover: overcast 8000’ 

Don't you jerks ever quit? You've been going all day! It's almost 9pm. Who 

protects us from our own military? 

Ear piercing my hearing has declined 

Every day this week, right during dinner hour.  Spoiled Valentine's Day.   

Growler noise started 20 minutes ago and builds as they overfly.  

Growlers buzzing around doing what they do best - making ear shattering 

noise  

Growlers really making life impossible below  

Growlers up making noise  

Health issues 

Hey growlers people are trying to live here  

I live on the bluff Between Harrington hurricane and race Lagoon Drive, 

right so much we’re having landslides and electrical  issues also vibrate 

Causing plumbing issues 

just starting to fall asleep and the sky is ripped open with what sounded like 

the big circle of a growler. 

"South Shaw. Loud prolonged roaring. Painful 

" 

The jets have been constant for about 2 weeks now. There is just no way to 

keep up on reporting it all. Every 10 minutes. No way to have a peaceful 

thought let alone a walk, work outside, nothing. Ruining life.  

They’re making me sick to my stomach. My blood pressure gets very high 

my Doctor is concerned 

This is nuts. I may as well live next door to SeaTac for all the noise you're 

making us tolerate. You have the facilities and money to not have to torture 

people with this, if you only had the will. 

"Usual intermittent disruption of any careful thought process and 

conversations with others at my Oak Harbor workplace- next to a school, at 

times briefly enough to cause discomfort. 

These aircraft belong far from civilian humans w/o ear protection" 

Watmough lopez 

Way too loud and low. They need to stop forever 

Way too loud.  Was out walking dogs without hearing protection now ears 

are ringing  

When they fly over, my house vibrates, and my body shakes 

132.7 

138.2 

 Decatur Island  

10:07am Jan17.  Rumbling vibrating roar from NASWI. South Lopez. 

4:40pm..  Another rumbling roar from NASWI.  S Lopez. 

6:41pm.  ANOTHER rolling thundering vibrating roar from NASWI.  South 

Lopez. 



Again the circling over our home.  The planes circle for a couple of hours.  

Then back again for a short while around 4PM 

Another loud jet roar, over the washing machine and TV noise!  S. Lopez. 

Birthday party for my son totally disrupted by growlers  

Bone-crushing 

Come on people live here  

dB 137.2 I need to get a stronger manager because mine doesn’t go out 

much higher than this 

dB 138.2 

Decatur Island  

Disrupting sleep 

Do you sociopaths ever rest? Do you feel no remorse for what you did all 

day yesterday? You're not heroes. You're sick. 

Ear piercing thunderous roar. Enough to make your brain vibrate. Disturbed 

livestock. Extremely unhealthy 

EVERY FLIGHT SEEMS TO BE OVER LOPEZ TODAY 

Extremely low and low flying growler aircraft likely with the gear down 

based on loudness and speed  

faaaakin loud 

Forks - loud and low altitude circling for the last hour. Loud enough over 

washing machine noise and vacuum inside to be startling. 

Forks- blaring those afterburners and circling in evasive type actions, low 

enough to be easily visible and horribly heard! 

Friday evening! What in the world is the Navy doing flying on a Friday 

evening! 

Friday night and the growlers are out defending everyone within 15 miles.  

This is too much 

Friday night! WTF! Friday night! 

Friday night???  WTF???  We were pounded for Two days now? And the 

Navy’s “research boat is gone!!! 

Get the damn growlers out of here  

Growlers are out of place in this beautiful place  

Causing health issues 

Growlers flying and making life hell for everyone living  

Growlers flying right over my house.  Damn it this s*** has to stop  

Growlers making way too much noise for residential area  

Growlers tearing up the sky and terrorizing everyone trying to live here  

"I am at XXXX rd, Lopez 

I cant set the locator. I almost always have trouble with it 

Jets flying low over our house circling 

Hard to go to sleep" 

It should be a quiet evening with wind and rain- lulling one to sleep, but 

instead, as per usual, it sounds like the world might be ending to the south-  

Roaring of navy warcraft has been constant since I got home from work- 

Anacortes 7:20pm.   

Jan 17.  ANOTHER ANNOYING DEEP RUMBLING ROAR FROM NASWI.  S. 

Lopez 

Jan 17.  S. Lopez.  I was outside, but had to come inside because the noise of 

the jet activity fills the air and gives me a headache.  Pervasive roaring 

noise. 



January 17. One jet noise after another over Lopez Village. This is really 

loud. Screaming roaring. 

January 17. Roaring jets over Lopez Village. Cloudy, so I cannot see. So loud I 

wonder if there are two.  Long protracted swirling roar. 

Just arrived on LOPEZ - JETS HERE TO GREET ME. Please San Juan County - 

make this a QUIET ZONE -  

Just overflown by multiple Growlers moving NW to SE across Camano 

Island, LITERALLY window rattling.  Physically shocking low level pass. 

Lopez village is enduring repeated flyovers of Growlers. Very loud one over 

us now. January 17. 

Loud jet roaring over south Lopez. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening  

Menacing!!! 

More growler noise  

Multiple Growlers practice landing over Coopville causing considerable 

noise. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down given how low and loud.  

Noise has gone on for a while now.  Stops and starts again.  Making is 

difficult to rest & watch tv. 

Noisy growlers need a newplace to fly 

OMG!!!!  Inside the house it was SO loud, my cats ran under the sofa and I 

freaked out!  This is unacceptable flight behavior!  Stop! 

OMG, I thought the Growler was going to land on our house. It seemed so 

low, besides being extremely loud.  It was scary. 

searing, low jet. why... 

Seemed to be closer to my house than usual. 

Severe jet noise. Can be heard over all the sounds of making dinner. My 

large dog got up and was scared and cowering around the house.  

So damn loud.  Growlers need to move to remote location for this kind of 

flying  

Sound dB at 130 to 138.2. 

STOP DESTROYING OUR PEACE AND OUR HEALTH!! Your screaming jets are 

so loud that I can't hear my TV inside with the doors and double-paned 

windows shut tight. The noise is so loud I am left with loud ringing in my 

ears for hours afterwards. STOP NOW! 

STOP FLYING!!!!!  STOP RUINING MY CHILD’S SLEEP!  It is so disruptive!  Stop 

flying over our homes! 

STOP SENDING YOUR JETS OVER LOPEZ ISLAND!! Every time they roar 

overhead I am left with ringing ears and headache!! We NEVER agreed to be 

part of your Wargames!! Leave us alone!! 

THIRD TIME IN TEN MINUTES -  

Too loud for residential area  

Unsafe to be outdoors. 

"Very disturbing 

Hurt my  ears inside my house 

This entire past week has been difficult. Lots of flights. When working in my 

garden on Saturday the jets kept circling. No peace. " 

Very loud and disturbing growler aircraft over my house.  

Very loud and low growler aircraft disrupting my evening  



Very Loud for many minutes, low flying! Rattled my nerves! 

Where is the “ boat when you need it!?!?research” 

Why are NAVY GROWLERS FLYING SO DAMN LOW OVER NORTH 

LOPEZ?????? 

A cloudy and rainy day so their rumble and sound is intensified!  Another 

reason should not be in this state ! 

Forks   Loud circling and consistently heard nearly all afternoon. 

Noisy growler flyby to start the day off 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Obnoxiously noisy jets in Mount Vernon this morning. Thanks, Navy, for 

ruining Skagit. 

Several repeated load flights heard throughout the house  

"STOOOOOP FLYING OVER OUR HOMES!!!!!!!! 

Stop you are ruining my child’s sleep!  Stop flying over our homes.  

Stooooop it’s so loud and disruptive. " 

STOP FLYING OVER OUR HOMES!!!!  You are disrupting my baby’s sleep and 

I will keep reporting over and over and over until you stop flying over 

residential homes!  Go fly somewhere else! 

The ground is vibrating the sound is overwhelming! If I were a stranger to 

this I would assume a large freight train is going to plow through my home 

or we are being attacked.  

Trying to work. Flights are stopping conversations with customers.  

Decatur Island  

Another LOUD Growler overhead  

Constant low ruble in the background was today.  

Couldn’t carry on a conversation. Disturbed livestock. Unhealthy roar! 

Extremely loud, 119.8 dB(B) , less than 300 feet over my house. 

f-ing planes 

Forks- low, loud noise heard well over the stereo. An hour ago, the same 

loudness but circling. Sure hope this plane’s going home for the night! 

Forks The same or another jet, either way, OBNOXIOUS! 

Growlers up making noise again  

Here we go , Saturday morning ar8:50 growlers already disrupting the 

peace. Since moving here 35 years ago the aircraft noise has become 

unbearable and unstoppable! I hope the people bringing this hell to the 

Salish Sea suffer from their karma. 

Hey its Sunday morning and growlers are up making a hell for a lot of noise  

I can see the pilot.  Hi Mr. Pilot, have a nice day! 

Jan 18 6:15pm. Loud jet roaring over south Lopez. 

Jan 18. Before noon. Shock waves delivered by jets. Central Lopez. So loud. 

Three fly overs. Crushed our ears. 

January 18. Sudden deep huge roar of jet over Mud Bay. South Lopez. 

Startled. I almost tripped. 

Jet appeared to be flying lower than usual, curving south to eastward. 

Just drop the bomb on Mount Vernon and get it over with already. This 

constant torture is cruel. 

loud, and disruptive. Disturbing our peace!! 

Decatur 



Decatur 

Low loud Growler overhead. 

low rumbling, today every 15 minutes? Touch & Go practice? 

More flights on Sunday! I’m so stressed because there is no break. You 

never know when they will fly now and there is no escape. This is killing me, 

literally.  

Not as bad as usual. 

passed over home, as usual, disruptively loud. 

passed over house, disruptively loud. 

Seeking shelter indoors. 

Severe repeated flights Near school. When parents picking up they could 

not hear what the teacher was telling them about upcoming events/ 

conversations 

So loud could be heard in call windows closed 

South Lopez 

They are flying again around the perimeter of our home. Can catch sight of 

them between the treetops. They flew a couple of days ago and didn't 

report the 3 separate groups of flights overhead. Measured around 84 

decibels inside the home at that time 

Trying to grocery shop and jets flying over repeatedly  

Very loud very long flight. This is Sunday morning. They are not supposed to 

fly at all on Sundays. There is no boundaries or accountability.  

"We could hear it coming… 

a single Growler swooping above our home…horrible sound as it 

approached. 

Absolutely deafening…so loud it was  

terrifying as it swooped overhead and north!  " 

You abuse our eardrums all week and now you are flying on the weekend.   

1:30 am!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGG this is 

madenning. 

Decatur 

Do you make it a point to fly around the neighborhoods that complain the 

most? That's a level of pettiness I would expect from the Navy 

Forks and low flying, suddenly appearing and jamming the quiet with their 

noise.  

Forks Back or another jet joining the noise fray circling over town. The noise 

is relentless. I fear they are here for the day!  

Forks, a new jet or the same set circling back and blasting noise as if at a 

war zone. Can still hear them two full minutes later. 

I was in Mt Vernon day before yesterday and La Conner yesterday. Man, are 

the growlers loud in those cities! Here they bother me - there they would 

seriously impact my life. 

It sounds like there is a war on. So much jet roaring and rumbling. South 

Lopez. Jan 20. 

Jan 20. Southend Lopez. More jet thunder from NASWI. 

January 19. South Lopez. Another morning of loud growler jet 

roaring.9:18am. 

January 20.  S Lopez.  Very loud rumble and toar, and then extended roaring 

across the skies. Too loud!!! 

Louder than usual. 



low rumble and vibrations 

multiple growlers - very disruptive noise! 

Out for a walk and the growlers show up.  I didn't bring my ear plugs so they 

got me good  

Really? 1:50 in the morning? Either you can fly or you can't.1:50 am will not 

make a difference. AAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 

Rumble-on-Rosie 

S Lopez. Jan 20. Long and loud jet roaring. Pervades our home. 

The Navy has trillion dollar budgets. They could make any wish they want 

and the government will grant it. They could go anywhere, but they selfishly 

choose to terrorize people who have few options to escape. They've made it 

hell to live here. 

There has been higher military helicopter flights some very late at night 

waking the entire household. Tonight it shook the window. Low flight 

hugging shore going north.  

Very loud very low 

Very loud, very long flight 

Very low!!! 

1:30am. Fantastic...no, really just freakin' fantastic being woke up at 1:30am 

by imminent "incoming"...gee, who wouldn't want that? 

And it was such a great day but now the growlers are flying and rumbling 

my entire house  

Continuous  flights that rip through the house. Cooking bacon with fans on 

and can still hear them. At times I feel the floor vibrate from them. My large 

dog is hiding by my feet.  

Decatur 

Decatur. Constant rumble and vibration this morning. 

Early morning disruption by the navy! These growlers fly all the time and if 

you don’t hear them where you are someone else is hearing them. So we 

have to keep protesting and complaining and bringing attention to this 

problem or they will expand  

Get the damn noisy growlers out of here  

Decatur 

Decatur 

Growlers landing practice very loud and obnoxious and only getting worse 

as the evening progresses. 

Sounds like a very long thunderstorm that lasts for hours 

STOOOOOOOOP FLYING!  You keep waking my baby up!  Stop flying over 

my house! 

"STOP FLYING OVER OUR HOMES!  My baby is trying to sleep!  Stop ruining 

her sleep.  It’s not right.  Please stop!  

The growlers haven't disrupted my daily activities, but they are menacing. 

Every time I hear one roaring over my home, I feel distraught that the 

military continues to take priority over the needs of the people, destroying 

lives, damaging the Earth. 

This is abuse pure and simple.  The growlers need to fly in a remote 

location.   Not over our homes. 

This is too much noise from the growlers.  We live here 

Too much noise for residential area  

Another damned growler low and loud over camano.  It is one island to the 

west where you are supposed to be  



Another growler flyby to further damage my eardrums.  This is just too 

much for a populated area  

Decatur 

"Decatur 

Extremely loud.  Sounds like plane it flying low.  Suspect is a Growler. 

Growler jet flying north right over my house.  Something wrong with middle 

of Saratoga passage?  Away from homes 

Growlers are too damned loud to be flying here 

"I'm reporting from central Whidbey Is. near the ferry terminal in 

Coupeville. The jets are 

extremely loud and flying very low over our neighborhood making it 

impossibly to 

carry on a conversation indoors/on the phone, much less step outside. " 

Multiple Growlers over flying VERY low, directly over head ... maximizing 

the intensity of the jet noise!  Very disruptive and stressful. 

Multiple Growlers right above my house on Camano.  This is beyond 

harassment to do this to my family  

Sigh. More excessively loud jets. 

So low and loud! Absolutely horrible! 

Two growlers right over the house.  Ears still ringing  

Two more growlers flying low and loud right over my house.  This has got to 

stop  

very sudden and loud.  Feels like the plane is flying low.  House rattles. 

XXXX Road Coupeville- borders north end of Fort Ebey State Park.  We have 

an eagles nest on our property.  The jet was extremely low and the noise 

intolerable.  We feel frightened for the wildlife and our home.  I'm noticing 

pain in my ears, 

All afternoon the Growlers have been over heading.  Very loud and 

frustrating!  Currently, it sounds as if one or two planes are circling. 

Constant noise and is disrupting the owls 

Eating breakfast with the kids. Getting ready for school as we hear a load 

jet. Their comment was, stupid jet. How in the world can I teach them 

respect for the NAVY when the NAVY has no respect for them.  

Extremely loud and low growler flights as well as a military helicopter 

gunship flying low and doing loops over the neighborhood very loud and 

disturbing.  

Growlers flying loudly  

Growlers low and loud right over the house  

Mount Vernon. Just got another loud reminder why we've been visiting 

homes and planning a move. This is 100% motivated by the need to get 

away from the Navy Growlers. 

Really?  The noise is REALLY LOUD!  We're inside now- gives me empathy for 

Ukraine, as it feels very aggressive and threatening.  We support the Navy 

and understand these flights are necessary, but this has crossed the line for 

any logic. 

South Shaw. Noise from growlers, almost inaudible but VERY painful to 

inner ear. Painful and disorienting. 

Decatur 

Decatur 

Drowned out our conversation 

five jets just flew over my Camano house in a uniform v. Is the Navy 

purposely punishing you hose who reports the noise. Makes you question 



when you are not supposed to be in their flight pattern and they do that 

over house.  

Flight over head. I literally felt my heart beat differently and my blood 

pressure rise. I don’t know how to explain it. It is a physical reaction to the 

flights that I can not control.   

Flying so low over my home, please stop! 

Flying way too low over Big Lake. One enormously loud jet and I've already 

got a headache. 

Forks.  Sounding like rolling thunder, jets are back over Forks and region.  

Growler noise woke our 5 yr old granddaughter, home sick,  4 times today.  

She complained about the jets each time. "This is our place, not their place," 

she said.  

Growlers flying wide pattern over camano island for landing practice on 

whidbey Island.  You are too damn loud and should stay out over Saratoga 

passage to reduce the noise levels  

Growlers making noise ruining yet another day  

Growlers tearing up the sky and our eardrums  

Hey growlers this is a residential neighborhood.  Way too loud!!! 

"Hurt my ear drums  

Very low flowing" 

It is too late to be flying over.  I was getting ready to wind down for sleep.  

You disturbed that process.  STOP! 

Loud enough to wake and frighten my dog. 

Noise occurs intermittently and repeatedly until 3 PM 

One of the loudest yet. Right over our house. 

SE Lopez, 1/24/2023, 5:17pm:  Another VERY LOW overflight - 85.3dec 

inside.  Followed by another Growler WAY TOO LOW at 5:22pm - 89.4 

decibels inside. No excuse to be this low over houses 12 miles from the 

base! 

searingly loud, split the sky, terrible! 

shook the glass here, terrible! 

"so loud can't make a necessary phone call. 

" 

too loud to have a conversation inside our house. 

Two low passes over south Lopez 

$^#@! Growlers  

2 extremely LOW ,LOUD growlers right over house. Scary how low they 

were!! 

Decatur 

Decatur 

Decatur 

Growlers flying loudly  

Had to go on mute during a business call with customer as noise inside my 

home was overwhelming during a fly over.   This never happens in Seattle 

where my home is directly underneath the sea tac flight path.   Can we have 

some peace and quiet?   

Occurs repeatedly during day.  Not quite as bad as yesterday  

SE Lopez, 1/25/2023, 10:10am: Yet another TOO LOUD AND TOO LOW 

overflight - 86 + decibels.  AND another overflight at 4:50pm (92.4 decibels 

inside). EXTREMELY DISRUPTIVE.  



Shockingly loud 

Terribly, terribly loud.  Please stop!  This isn't good for the health of me or 

my pets. 

Two growlers right over the house.  So much noise.  They need a remote 

location for this flying  

We hear you Navy, at the OLF, all the way in Port Ludlow.  

184 McCauley Ln, Lopez Island, WA, 98261, USA 

Two weeks ago, it was every day and extremely loud!" 

Decatur 

extremely loud growler flights overhead, couldn't hear the radio in my 

house well while it was overhead, please stop the madness, these are evil 

planes 

extremely loud.  Feels like it's flying over my house.   

Flights should popping conversations  with customers omers and staff.  

Growlers running up their engines for today's assault on our eardrums  

Had a o cover ears as jet flew over QFC grocery  

House shaking 

Hurt my ears 

Interrupted my lovely dinner.  I am very upset by the frequent fly overs over 

these past days.  STOP! 

LOUD Growler circling overhead.  

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my walk 

Low flying growler aircraft flying near by, disrupting my day 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down and extremely loud and 

disruptive  

Multiple growlers overhead, could not talk on the phone. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft  

Multiple low level growler aircraft disrupting my day 

My house is shaking!!!!! 

Noise cancelling headphones inside again.  

on a sunday? gawd, yeah, you are right, wtf difference does the day of the 

week make? obnoxious is still obnoxious. 

Possibly large private jet.  

South Lopez 

South Lopez 

Three jets came over about 3 minutes apart . Very loud.  

Too loud to hear anything else. 

Argggh 

completely interrupting work meetings - the whole house is shaking, 

literally.    

Decatur 

Decatur 



"Decatur.  Friday night after a long week.  I need rest and peace and quiet. 

All of this noise is affecting my ability to relax and causes me near panic 

attacks.  STOP! 

"Decatur. Countless fly overs that disrupted my peace, quiet.  I needed  to 

relax today, it was impossible. These made me feel anxious, so very 

frustrated and wanting to SCREAM at the noise.  This is not good for my 

health. Now another one! 

Extremely loud landing practice!  So disruptive I had to end a phone call. 

Stressful 

Forks Quiet Forest walk shattered by circling jets. No escaping the roar and 

rumble!     

Get the damn growlers out of here  

Growler flyby over homes on Camano.  Going north to return to oak harbor.  

Why not fly up center of Saratoga passage to reduce your horrific noise 

level.  Better yet find a remote place for this flying  

Growlers continue to fly low and loud above residential neighborhood  

How much of this noise do we have to endure  

It was peaceful here, but not now- as so often, sinister southern thunder is 

despoiling the Anacortes night.  Monday 7pm 

Loud! 

Decatur 

Decatur 

Menacing  

Multiple jets. Low flyover Lopez   Earth shaking noise 

My wife was just in a video interview and the interviewer asked if the 

vacuum cleaner could be turned off. Had to explain it was Navy jets and 

they're completely unpredictable so there's not much we can do about it. If 

she gets the job, we're moving. 

Numerous jets flying today- some louder than others. 

Punishing 

SE Lopez, 27 Feb 23, 5pm, Tuesday:  Another unbelievable LOUD BLAST.  We 

all know the Growlers can fly over quietly.  So why do they do this over 

homes 12 miles from the base?  Does the Captain just wink and say "Boys 

will be Boys"? Enough! ! ! ! ! ! 

South Lopez 

South Shaw. Roaring throughout the morning and now into the afternoon. 

The noise is disruptive and unsettling, very unpleasant.  

Very low over south Lopez 

Victims of the Sound of Freedom  

A few flights already this morning. Flights can be heard as long as four min 

plus. Impossible to soften the noise in the house and no way to get away 

from the noise.  

Damn loud growlers  

Decatur 

"Decatur 

This low rumble has been occurring all morning and it is very annoying!" 

"Decatur 

This noise has been going on for at least 6 hours.  Stop already!" 

Get the damn growlers out of here  



Growlers are shredding the peace so the night is going to be hell! F*** the 

navy and all the military’s climate and soul killing tactics. The worst part is 

we are paying for this torture and the climate is taking the hit also.  

Growlers flying and making hellish amount of noise  

Growlers need a remote location for this kind of flying  

Growlers starting up for tonight's abuse  

Hearing low rumble from jets. Constant and for long period of time.  

Inside eating dinner at a retardant.  Flight stopped conversations.  

Loud constant rumble. Trying to get two kids to bed. They will have a hard 

time getting to sleep because of the noise.  

Ruining dinner time was not enough, now it's bedtime. Great neighbor, but 

you're not really that close. Like the loud mouthed bully at school, menace 

to everyone around. 

Decatur. I cannot explain how the noise from your planes are physically 

affecting me except to say that it is horrible.  The vibrations go directly into 

my stomach and it tightens.  I am not at peace.  I want to eat dinner but my 

stomach is so tight. 

The military are the scum of the earth in every nation. 

Think it's a growler. 

This is too much growler flying We are trying to live here  

Too much consistent noice  

Woke my baby!  

I heard a couple of growlers before this one as well, but this one was the 

loudest this morning. 

Growlers making a hellish noise  

noise makes watching tv difficult 

The growlers are up making noise again  

184 McCauley Ln, Lopez Island, WA, 98261, USA 

"After a morning of disruptive noise at my oak harbor workplace- stopping 

conversations intermittently, the afternoon is more of the same 

some of the noise hurts the eardrums. 

Awful navy neighbor.  Workplace right next to a school here.  not good. 

 

difficult to watch tv 

Flights throughout the day. This last flight, north sure how to disprove it, 

rattled my brain. It was an uncomfortable feeling in my brain as if it were 

being shaken.  

Geez that growler flyby shook the whole house  

Growlers making life hell below  

interfering with watching tv. 

"Off and on jet racket interrupting patient care- sometimes loud enough to 

make ears hurt briefly and often throaty roar, that is also quite disruptive. 

Morning- Oak Harbor medial clinic.   

Tuesday 

Overflights ALL day long. 

Overlapping and prolonged screaming roars, no concentration possible, 

punctuated by sustained booms that shake the whole house and  rattle all 

the windows. No warning was given, and I have no idea when it will end. 

Whose life is this anyway?  



Decatur 

Decatur 

Trying to write a eulogy for a neighbor who died a week ago.  Gave up for 

now.  Growler rumble disturbs my thoughts. 

What the hell are you Navy assholes doing tonight? It's a minute on, a 

minute off of a MASSIVE low frequency rumble. Afterburner testing? 

Unearthing an elder god? 

Woke my sleeping sick child up, thanks for that.  Stop flying over our 

homes!!!  It is beyond disruptive!   


